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1. Introduction 

1.1 Marlborough College promotes positive behaviour and relationships throughout the whole 
community. This is, in part, to protect and promote pupil welfare, which is of paramount 
importance.  

1.2 It is also, in part, in the belief that positive behaviour enables the smooth and orderly 
management of the College academic, pastoral and co-curricular offering and thus 
facilitates the delivery of its aims in these areas, on behalf of pupils.  

1.3 Positive behaviour and relationships are encouraged primarily through engaging and 
stimulating Academic and Co-curricular opportunities, and through the Pastoral Care 
structure, and are reflected in the published Aims for these areas.  

1.4 Through clearly stated College rules, robust systems of communication and consistently 
applied, centrally-recorded disciplinary responses, the College aims to create a system where 
infringements of the College rules and the use of the sanction system are minimised, and 
all discipline is viewed primarily in a pastoral context.  

1.5 Furthermore, the College will be cognisant of issues related to special educational needs 
and disabilities, and their impact on the individual needs of pupils when considering 
disciplinary incidents, including where disciplinary sanctions are applied.  

1.6 Members of staff are expected to set a positive example to pupils and to establish an 
appropriate tone with regard, for example, to courtesy, dress, punctuality and personal 
conduct. Mutual respect between pupils and staff is central to the College’s ethos.  

1.7 The College explicitly rejects any use of corporal punishment, or sanctions which may 
humiliate or degrade pupils.  

2. Documentation 

2.1 The promoting of positive behaviour and relationships is achieved through a variety of 
means. These include:  

2.1.1 The development of clear Aims for the Academic, Pastoral and Co-Curricular 
purpose of the College, and the articulation of these in the Almanac and Parents’ 
Handbook, as well as in the College’s internal documentation.  

2.1.2 The Marlborough Charter – developed by senior pupils and disseminated via the 
Almanac and Assemblies, as well as in the College’s internal documentation.  

2.1.3 The Bullying Statement – developed originally by pupils, reviewed regularly by 
Heads of Houses and Prefects. Posted on House notice boards, printed in the 
Almanac and in the Parents’ Handbook.  

2.1.4 The Upper School Contract – sent to parents in the summer before Lower Sixth, 
signed and retained in pupil files.  

2.1.5 Lower School Behaviour – posted on House notice boards, used in disciplinary and 
pastoral discussions with pupils.  

2.1.6 ICT Acceptable Use Policy signed by pupils.  
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2.1.7 Rules of Custom – Mobile Devices – House notice boards and classrooms; 
explained to pupils via House Assemblies.  

2.1.8 School Rules – listed in the Almanac.  

2.1.9 Documentation sent to new joiners contains a section on school discipline.  

2.1.10 Minor Sanctions Flowchart – House notice boards.  

2.1.11 Addressing Sharing Nudes and Semi-Nudes/Sexting/Youth Produced Sexual 
Imagery and Child on Child Abuse policies.   

2.1.12 Sanctions for Disciplinary Matters (Appendix 1).  

2.1.13 Physical Restraint of Pupils Policy. 

2.1.14 Guidelines to Common Room on Social Occasions.   

2.1.15 Protocol for Searching Pupils’ Rooms and Possessions.  

2.1.16 Smoking, Alcohol and the Misuse of Drugs and Substances Policy. 

2.1.17 Countering Bullying Policy. 

3. Regulatory framework 

3.1 This policy has been prepared to meet the College's responsibilities under:  

3.1.1 Boarding schools: national minimum standards (Department for Education (DfE), 
September 2022); 

3.1.2 Education and Skills Act 2008; 

3.1.3 Children Act 1989; 

3.1.4 Childcare Act 2006; 

3.1.5 Equality Act 2010 and schools; 

3.1.6 Education Act 1996. 

3.2 This policy has regard to the following guidance and advice: 

3.2.1 Keeping children safe in education (DfE, September 2022) (KCSIE); 

3.2.2 Preventing and tackling bullying: advice for headteachers, staff and governing bodies  
(DfE, July 2017); 

3.2.3 Advice and guidance: how can we stop prejudice based bullying in schools (Equality 
and Human Rights Commission); 

3.2.4 Relationships education, relationships and sex education and health education 
guidance (DfE, updated September 2021). 

3.2.5 The Independent Schools Standards (April 2019). 
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3.3 The following College policies, procedures and resource materials are relevant to this 
policy: 

3.3.1 Risk Assessment Policy for Pupil Welfare; 

3.3.2 Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy; 

3.3.3 Complaints Procedure and Advice on Confidential Discussions for Pupils; 

3.3.4 SEND Code of Practice Policy;  

3.3.5 School Rules.  

4. Action 

4.1 The reinforcement and celebration of pupil contribution, engagement and achievement via 
year group and House Assemblies, and via the College’s online and published records.  

4.2 The use of an effort-based reward system for academic work in both the Lower and Upper 
School, as well as recognition of outstanding quality academic work via Prizes, Copies and 
Distinctions.  

4.3 Colours and Prizes are awarded for effort and achievement in particular areas of Co-
Curricular activities, including sport, music, drama, and contribution to the community 
according to criteria established by the Deputy Head (Co-Curriculum & Outreach).  

4.4 The regular communication of pupil contribution, engagement, initiative and achievement 
to parents, via the College website, regular newsletters and College/House-based social 
media. 

4.5 An open system for the selection of Prefects which combines pupil and staff nomination 
and individual application, and which includes interviews which focus on contribution to 
the community.  

4.6 Regular central meetings with Prefects (weekly) and Heads of Houses (fortnightly) which 
discuss College ‘mood’ and atmosphere. House-based regular meetings of House Captains, 
plus Heads of Year meetings with representatives from all year groups, to seek the ‘pupil 
voice’.  

4.7 The inclusion of Bullying and Digital/Cyber-Safety as elements within the PSHEE 
curriculum, including presentations from external speakers.  

4.8 The promotion of regular, open communication with parents about generic issues of shared 
concern related to pupil welfare and behaviour. Recent examples include social media, post- 
exam ‘Leavers’ trips, use of food supplements, as well as a regular annual drugs update.  

4.9 Regular review of the disciplinary structure and the issue to 
Housemasters/Housemistresses of clear guidelines as to the disciplinary ‘tariff’.  

5. Structure 

5.1 The maintenance of a minor sanctions system, via the College Proctor, Heads of Year and 
Second Master, which enables a consistent, fair and pastoral approach to low-level 
disciplinary infringements.  
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5.2 The commitment on behalf of House and Management Team staff to work together on 
disciplinary and pastoral matters, carefully balancing the interests of individual pupils with 
those of the wider community.  

5.3 The use of the College data management system to provide a record of all sanctions from 
blue chits to suspensions, as well as academic rewards, such that these are accessible to 
Tutors, and iSAMS user-accounts, and to House and senior staff, including the College 
Proctor.  

5.4 The ability, both in House and centrally, for staff to develop an overview of patterns of 
behaviour via the sanctions system, both in terms of individuals and wider patterns (e.g. 
year groups).  

5.5 A twice-termly review of chit sanctions, via the College Proctor.  

5.6 The use of the wider pastoral structure (e.g. Medical Centre, Dames, Chaplaincy, Artemis 
Tutors) to promote positive behaviour, especially in respect of risk-taking.  

5.7 A system for regular, random testing for substance abuse, advertised to pupils and parents 
and designed to deter experimentation.  

5.8 A system for the management of pupil access to alcohol at social events for the Upper 
School. Clearly defined limits are discussed with pupils and parents, and pupils are asked 
to give their explicit consent and cooperation to the system, including checking 
consumption, via use of breathalysers.  

5.9 The use of INSET to train staff to recognise and deal with e.g. bullying, cyber-bullying, 
substance misuse, vulnerability to radicalisation, including the use of the disciplinary system 
in relation to these issues.  

6. Version control 
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Appendix 1 Sanctions for Disciplinary Matters 

The College aims to promote positive behaviour and relationships throughout the whole community. 
The College rules constitute a simple framework to further the protection and promotion of pupil 
welfare, which is of paramount importance. Through clearly stated rules, robust systems of 
communication and consistently applied, centrally-recorded disciplinary responses, the College aims 
to create a system where infringements of the College rules and the use of the sanction system is 
minimised, and all discipline is viewed in a primarily pastoral context. The maintenance of a minor 
sanctions system (listed below) via the College Proctor, Heads of Year and Second Master enables a 
consistent, fair and pastoral approach to low-level disciplinary infringements.  

1. Blue and Pink chits: 

While it is helpful for beaks to apply Blue or Pink Chits, experienced beaks may be advised to 
guarantee punctuality, good dress etc by their own methods. Beaks should in any case bear in mind 
the importance of communicating poor conduct etc. to HMs. 

2. Pupils not coping: 

HMs may withdraw from the centralised system individuals who are not coping and manage them 
in House. They may also intervene to withdraw an individual from a particular punishment entailed 
by the centralised system. 

3. Uniform: 

The Blue Chit is available and beaks are encouraged to use this if they feel comfortable in doing so. 
They should certainly advise HMs (copy Proctor/Heads of Year (HoY)/Second Master) of any pupil 
they feel is regularly looking sloppy. HMs are invited, if they wish, to send these pupils to the Proctor, 
reporting daily at 8.30 am in the Heads of Year office, then at break time, lunch and supper in 
Norwood, dressed in full school uniform; referred to as the “Proctor Chit”. 

4. Lateness: 

The Blue Chit is available and beaks are encouraged to use this if they feel comfortable in doing so. 
Proctor/HoY/Second Master will monitor the chit lists carefully and invite those who collect chits 
for being late regularly to report to the Proctor at 8.30 am (Heads of Year office) and 10.55 am 
(Norwood Hall) every morning for a specified number of days. 

5. Library: 
If a book is lost, the Librarian is to be informed in person. The Librarian will email the Second 
Master and from there details of the loss will be emailed home, copy to HM. 
 

6. No SMART Card for Chapel: 

Pupils will be detained at the end of Chapel and will register their school number as they leave. Pupils 
who have lost their card will be issued with a new one a few days later. Damaged cards will be 
retained for replacement. Chapel attendance lists will be issued by email on Sunday evening. Pupils 
should only be in possession of one Smart Card; if they have two (or more), check which one 
operates the door system and destroy the others. 
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7. Loss of Privilege:  

The Second Master will enter these on iSAMS. These take place on a Saturday and include agreed 
afternoon activity for those with no matches. Town is out of bounds all day and pupils will attend 
the central detention in College at 7.45 pm on Saturday evening.  They should not attend any social 
events happening on that Saturday evening. 

On receipt of a second Loss of Privilege (in an academic year) will also come a week of evenings of 
grounding (confinement to House after prep).  On receipt of subsequent Loss of Privilege (in an 
academic year), Gating and/or Caution could be used. 

 
8. Gating (Lower School):  

Second Master will enter these on iSAMS. Second Master or College Proctor to issue the card and 
set the period of Gating (after discussion with HMs). Gatings are signed off by the Second 
Master/Proctor in the Medawar at 8.30 am on the morning following the completion of the allotted 
number of days for punishment. HMs may advise the Second Master to shorten a period of Gating 
if a pupil has served the gating particularly well. 

Tariff suggested: 3, 5 or 7 days, as discussed with Second Master, e.g. misbehaviour in class (first 
significant offence) 3 days, poor conduct in town 5 days, smoking (in bounds, first offence, passive) 
5 days, smoking, repeated 7 days (Sunday at discretion), smoking out of bounds 7 days (Sunday 
enforced). 

Pupils with repeated Gatings will be liable for Suspension. The Second Master may write to the 
parents of pupils with repeated Gatings and advise them that their child is liable for Suspension if 
there is another instance of misconduct in the next few weeks. 

 
The HM will inform parents in all cases of a Gating being issued. 

Notes: 

1. The columns indicating HM are to be signed (in House) by the HM, RHT, Tutor on 
Duty or Dame, unless a pupil has an external commitment (e.g. OA or Games activity): 
in this case the beak i/c of that activity will sign. 

2. Pupils are not allowed to leave College campus and will be confined to House after 7.15 
pm. Privilege weekends may not be taken, unless in exceptional circumstances approved 
by the Second Master. 

3. The specific permission of the Second Master must be gained if a pupil is to go on any 
away trip (apart from sports fixtures). 

4. Once Gating is completed this card MUST be returned to the College Proctor, who will 
pass a copy of the card to the HM for filing. 

5. Gating will usually be given for periods of 3, 5 or 7 days. HMs will use their discretion 
to rescind the requirement for Gating on a Sunday that falls within the period of 
punishment. 

6. After discussion with relevant HMs and the Second Master, an HM may use their 
discretion to curtail the period of Gating. 
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9. Cautions: 

See section in Appendix 6 and 7.  Cautions for drinking offences will lead to a drinking ban, the first 
Saturday of which is to be spent in House. 

10. Suspension and Technical Suspension: 

For 3 days, unless in exceptional cases. In the case of Technical Suspension, a pupil would ordinarily 
expect to be gated for the duration. 

11. Saturday Night Detention (DT) in House: 

To start at 8 pm. To finish at 9 pm …or 9.30 pm …or 10.00 pm, depending on the offence. HM to 
judge how the time is filled. Please keep a record of these in iSAMS. 

12. Missing a Learning Support Lesson: 

HMs may choose to enter the pupil for a Detention, depending on the circumstances. Letters of 
apology should be written to the relevant teacher. 

13. Missing Assembly, Chapel, Outreach or Games options: 

Saturday Detention: 8 pm to 9 pm, increasing by half an hour for recidivists. 

14. Missing an Upper School lesson: 

Cautionable but not always worthy of a Caution (first offences normally waived if an honest mistake): 
see Second Master, record kept of missed lesson. Departments may also choose to set Saturday DT 
to complete missing work/catch up on notes etc. 

15. Deliberately missing Lists, End of Term Assembly/Chapel: 

Caution for Upper School; Gating for Lower School. 

16. Pupil sent out of lesson: 

Strongly discouraged. If so, only for a minute or two (the equivalent of going to the loo). 

The beak must keep a weather eye open to be sure that the pupil is in good order and call him/her 
back into class as soon as possible. Beaks must inform HM, with copy to Second Master and Deputy 
Head (Academic). 

17. Saturday Academic Detentions: 

DTs if at all possible should be given by the Thursday lunch time before the Saturday in question. 
If DTs are set after that time, HMs may speak with parents and use their discretion in deciding 
whether to honour Priv arrangements, but should try to keep the pupils in College to serve the 
detention. 

18. Operating the system in Houses: 

It is very important… 

1. that HMs make clear to pupils how the systems work. It is suggested they display the 
relevant flow charts which illustrate e.g. the procedure for completing Blue and Pink 
Chits/Saturday morning DTs/Library chits/Gatings/Loss of Privilege; 

2. that HMs make clear to pupils how they may know/be reminded they have a Chit 
for the following day by routinely printing out the chit list each evening in House; 
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3. that HMs hand out and countersign the pink form for the pupil to write their letter 
of apology on when a Pink Chit is given, enabling a discussion of the events that 
have taken place; 

4. that HMs follow through with punishments such as Loss of Privilege or let the 
Second Master and Proctor know if they have exercised discretion (the Second 
Master will adjudicate cases where pupils ask to have a Loss of Privilege postponed 
owing to pressing engagements etc.). 
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Appendix 2 Academic Rewards  

Academic rewards are a fundamental part of the culture of praise we wish to promote at the College. 
Research and our own experience make it clear that praise is much more motivating than sanction 
(so long as the praise is not indiscriminate). 

For the policy to work well, it must be applied as consistently as possible, with beaks endeavouring 
to remain on top of the light administration involved. 

Commendation 

1. Commendations are rewarded for effort and not simply achievement and are not limited to 

rewards for preps; pupils can earn them under six headings: 

a. Curiosity 

b. Creativity 

c. Responsibility 

d. Ambition 

e. Collaboration 

f. Conscientiousness 

2. As a guide, a beak would expect to give out a handful of Commendations for each piece of 
work handed back to a class. 
 

3. To commend a piece of work, beaks write “Commendation” on it AND commend the pupil 
verbally. 

 
4. Commendations must be recorded weekly on iSAMS.  

 
5. An inter-house competition, one for girls’ houses and one for boys’ houses, will be held each 

term for the house with the highest average number of Commendations. Trophies will be 
awarded by the Master at the end of each term. 

 
6. A daily updated chart of the inter-house competition is available to all on iSAMS. 

 
7. Tutors and HMs can download a weekly Commendations tally by pupil so Tutors and pupils 

can track progress. 
 

8. A breakdown of the Commendations awarded will be printed on pupil reports and is 
available to parents via the Parent Portal. 

 
9. Academic prizes are awarded at the end of each term to reflect pupils’ achievements. 

 
For all Year Groups 
 

1. Distinctions are awarded for outstanding pieces of work. The actual form of such work will 
vary from subject to subject, from an essay or practical write-up to a painting or an artefact. 
 

2. Beaks who wish to award a Distinction must notify the HoD and then submit the 
commendation via iSAMS. This will be approved by the Deputy Head (Academic). 
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3. Once it has been agreed and recorded, the beak must inform and commend the pupil, and 
an automated email will be sent to the pupil, their Tutor and their HM. The beak must write 
Distinction on the piece of work and sign it. 
 

4. A breakdown of the Distinctions awarded will be printed on pupil reports and is available to 
parents via the Parent Portal. 

 
5. A Distinction is worth one-eighth of a prize for a Lower School pupil, and one-half of one 

for an Upper School pupil. 
 

Copies 
 

1. Copies are awarded for exceptional pieces of work. A Copy should be recommended for an 
exceptional piece of work which is, as appropriate to the subject, of substantial length and 
exhibits not only an unusual amount of time and care in its preparation but also clear 
evidence of genuine scholarship (at an appropriate level). A Copy can be awarded to pupils 
for exceptional achievement in a national academic competition. 
  

2. Beaks who wish to award a Copy must notify the HoD who will (if agreed) inform the 
Deputy Head (Academic), who will maintain the running total. 

 
3. A breakdown of the Copies awarded will be printed on pupil reports and is available to 

parents via the Parent Portal. 
 

4. Once agreed and recorded, the Master will invite the pupil to the Lodge to discuss this work 
for which the Copy was awarded. 

 
5. The award of a Copy is accompanied by the award of an academic prize. 
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Appendix 3 Academic Sanctions 

The academic sanctions below should be seen as a graduated series of outcomes, and they are 
intended as a guideline to ensure consistency across academic departments. Before even stage 1 is 
reached, a beak may wish to deal with the problem in a less official, but still effective way; such practice 
should still be recorded by the beak so that patterns of poor behaviour can be recognised, and if 
such measures seem to be having little effect, the beak should certainly move on to sanctions as 
described below. 

 

Stage Possible Offence(s) Recommended Sanction 

1 

 
• Failure to complete work on time;  
• Unacceptably brief, careless work; 
• Any disruptive behaviour that cannot be 

dealt with via Blue/Pink chits.  

 
Department Detention: timing and 
staffing organised by HoD. There is an 
expectation that departments will hold DTs 
weekly. The beak should enter the DT on 
iSAMS and the pupils should attend that 
first DT available after the offence (unless 
notice is less than 24 hours). 
  

2 

 
• Failure to produce acceptable work after 

department DT; 
• A second department DT in a term. 
• Further disruptive behaviour in class 

which hinders the work of  others; 
• Failure to attend a Department DT 

without valid reason. 
 

 
Saturday Night Detention: This is 
centrally supervised and lasts one hour for 
Lower School pupils and two hours for 
Upper School. Beaks should enter the DT 
and work that needs to be completed on 
iSAMS. The supervising beak will collect in 
this work and distribute to bins. 
  

Fo
r H

M
s/

M
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3 

 
• Third Saturday night DT during the 

term; or 
• Failure to carry out Saturday night DT 

work; or 
• Plagiarism or any form of  academic 

dishonesty. 

 
Master’s Detention:  
 

1. This is centrally supervised.  
2. Pupil’s privileges may be removed 

for a full week depending on the 
seriousness of  the issue. 

3. A formal letter may be sent home 
from DH(A)/ASSISTANT HEAD 
(T&L). 

4. Two or more Master’s DTs during 
the course of  the academic year may 
lead to an Academic Warning. 

 

At any point a beak should feel at liberty to speak to their HoD about concerns regarding individual 
pupils.  It is expected that HoDs will raise these concerns with the HM/Assistant Head (T&L)/ 
DH(A) if appropriate, as well as with the pupil. 
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Appendix 4 Academic Warnings 

In cases of serious or repeated academic misadventure, the pupil will be asked to see the Deputy 
Head (Academic), usually with their HM, their parent(s), or both, for an Academic Warning. A letter 
will be sent home after such a warning, which is to be viewed as seriously as a Caution in the wider 
College sanctions system. A breach of the conditions laid down in the Academic Warning letter will, 
therefore, lead to high-level disciplinary action. 

To enter punishments on iSAMS please go to: 

iSAMS>>Marlborough>>Utilities>>Chits and Sanctions>>Academic Sanctions 

Important Notes for Saturday Detentions 

Centralised, Saturday night academic detentions take place in the Memorial Library and are staffed 
by rota.  The detention will be from 7.45 pm to 9.45 pm, and will operate on the basis of one hour 
for Lower School pupils and two hours for Upper School pupils.  Pupils must attend in normal 
weekday dress and the beak who sets the detention will supply the necessary work. 

Saturday night detentions are entered via iSAMS.  Detentions must be entered by 12 pm on the 
Thursday preceding the Saturday of the detention, to ensure that sufficient notice is given to pupils 
and HMs. A detention, once given in this way, should not be rescinded without very good reason, 
and the express permission of the Assistant Head (T&L), or the Deputy Head (Academic). The 
DT should, for example, not be rescinded simply because a pupil produces the work whose absence 
triggered the DT; the original offence still stands, and should therefore be sanctioned. 

The supervising beak should be ready by 7.40 pm.  Pupils will wait in the Memorial Library lobby 
until told to enter.  Should a pupil fail to arrive by 7.45 pm the supervising beak must immediately 
telephone the relevant HM.  The detention takes place in complete silence – the use of headphones 
for listening to music is not permitted. 

At the end of detention pupils return to House for check-in. The beak on detention duty will collect 
the work and put it into the appropriate beaks’ bins in the Common Room.  

Under normal circumstances, pupils will honour their Saturday DT over a Priv. Should there be 
good reason for the Priv to take precedence, the HM should discuss this with the Assistant Head 
(T&L) or the Deputy Head (Academic). 

If a pupil has more than one Saturday DT, he or she will need to carry out their DT supervised in 
House on a Sunday. 
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Appendix 5 Pastoral Matters and Discipline 

While HMs should have some flexibility in dealing with individual cases, it is equally important that 
sanctions should be consistent from House to House. The tariff lists outlined on the following pages 
are intended to provide HMs with a norm guideline. Please note that:  

1. Where offences involve boys and/or girls from more than one House, all the HMs 
concerned should confer with the Second Master as quickly as possible to agree a common 
line.  

2. Where an HM wishes to make a major departure from the tariff norm, he or she would 
discuss the case either with the Master or Second Master.  

3. The following situations must always be reported to the Master, Second Master and 
Deputy Head (Pastoral), without delay;  

a.  Serious or prolonged unhappiness; self-harm.  
b.  Moral offences and breaches of the law, including drugs concerns.  
c.  Bullying or violence – immediately – please.  
d.  Serious breaking of Bounds especially at night.  
e.  Serious conflicts in HM/parent relations.  

When a boy or girl has been involved in a situation listed above or if he or she is in danger of being 
expelled or suspended it can be important to keep other key adults informed:  

• Tutor 	
• Head of Year 	
• Director of Safeguarding 	
• Counsellor 	

Records of Sanctions:  DfE/ISI guidance requires that records of punishments should be 
kept.  

Minor Offences:  Blue and Pink chits are recorded on iSAMS, accessible by HM and 
Tutor.  

Moderate Offences:  Records of GATINGS, LOSS OF PRIVILEGE, CAUTIONS and 
SUSPENSIONS are entered by the Second Master on iSAMS. 
Records of DETENTIONS should be kept by HMs through iSAMS.  

Serious Offences:  Will be dealt with by the Master or Second Master and Deputy Head 
(Pastoral). Records of punishments and letters to parents will be sent 
to HMs, copied to iSAMS.  
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Appendix 6 Lower School Discipline 

The Second Master is responsible to the Master for Routine Lower School discipline. Thus, any 
problem involving Lower School pupils which is not covered elsewhere in the handbook should be 
dealt with as indicated below and reported to the Second Master where necessary. In general, the 
normal tariff for Lower School misdemeanours is as follows:  

1.  Missed Games Option:  One-hour Saturday night Detention, 8-9 pm. Increasing by half- 
hour for repeated offence to max 2 hrs. Entered on iSAMS by HM.  

2.  Untidy Dress, Lateness etc:  Blue Chit. 
 
3.  Poor behaviour:   Pink Chit. 
 

4.  Missed LS Lesson: HM would usually award one-hour Saturday night Detention; letter 
of apology written to teacher.  

5.  Cut Chapel: One-hour Saturday evening Detention. Increasing by half-hour for 
repeated offences, to maximum 2 hrs.  

6.  Breaking Bounds:  By day  Up to 1 week of Gating. 
   By night  Suspension is the norm (11 pm – 7 am).  

7.  Smoking/vaping:      1st offence Up to 1 week of Gating, including copying out a section from the 
Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) literature during morning 
detention. HM will notify parents.  

8.  Smoking/vaping:      2nd offence within a year  

 Minimum of 1 week of Gating and copying from the ASH 
literature. The pupil to be seen by the Second Master who will warn 
them that another  offence would lead to referral to the Master for 
possible Suspension. The Second Master or HM will write to 
parents to inform them of this.  

9.  Drinking:  1st offence  
Minimum of 1 week of Gating for possession and/or minor 
consumption. The Second Master should be informed and HM 
notify both child and parent of potential future consequences. NB 
Suspension may be involved for a 1st offence involving spirits or 
leading to drunkenness. In such cases the pupil to be seen by the 
Second Master or the Master. Second Master or Master to inform 
parents.  

 2nd offence  The Second Master to see pupil. The normal sanction is a week of 
Gating. The Second Master will write to parents, making clear the 
likely consequences of a further breach.  

 3rd offence  Referral to the Master for possible suspension. 
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Appendix 7 Upper School Discipline 

The tone of our approach to sanctions in the Upper School should reflect the growing maturity 
which we hope to encourage in our Sixth Formers. Wherever possible we should try to avoid using 
Gating in the Upper School as first resort and the Caution system, augmented where necessary, 
should be employed to distinguish between minor and major offences and to foster a sense of 
responsibility where immoral and anti-social matters are concerned.  

In the Upper School an acknowledgement of being in the wrong and a genuine undertaking not to 
re-offend is infinitely preferable where possible to a fierce sanction which may result in resentment 
and bitterness blinding the pupil to his/her responsibilities as a young adult.  

On entry to the Upper School all pupils sign a statement undertaking to be governed by the School 
Rules throughout the Sixth Form.  

In general, our standard sanctions should be as follows:  

1. Trivial Matters: deal as for Lower School 1-6.  

2. Smoking Out of Doors: the standard sanction is a Saturday Loss of Privilege comprising:  

a.  8.00 am – 8.30 am Saturday DT or directed activity in the Medawar.  
b.  2 hours of directed activity during the day. A school sports fixture will be such an 
activity.  
c.  confined to House from check in without visitors all evening. Detailed to remain 
in study (alone) or House Library and complete a minimum of two hours’ academic 
study. For good behaviour and satisfactory completion of work, HMs may allow the 
pupil to watch the television or socialise in house for the final hour before bedtime.  

Repeated smoking offences will include confinement to House after prep in the 
week, frequent reporting to the Proctor, Gating, receipt of a Caution or Suspension.  

3. Illegal Pub Visit (Weekend) or Minor Alcohol Offence: Saturday Loss of Privilege. In 
the case of Lower Sixth, a pub visit is Cautionable.  
 

4. Out of Bounds During Day: (7 am – 10 pm): Saturday Loss of Privilege.  
 

5. Excess alcohol consumption: Saturday night Lower Sixth breathalyser limit 0.25; Upper 
Sixth breathalyser limit 0.40. First week of any ban to be spent in House and four-week ban 
for those over 50% above the relevant limit (see table below for common sanctions).  

Sanction guidelines for excess breathalyser readings:  

+20%   (up to .30 or .48) One week ban 

+20 - 50%  (.30 - .38 or .48 - .60) Two/three-week ban 

+50%   (over .45 or .60)  Four-week ban (possible Caution) 
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Upper Sixth pupils seen drinking spirits in town on a Saturday night to be reported to Second 
Master, resulting in automatic four-week ban. Drunkenness as a result of the consumption of 
spirits will most likely result in Suspension, as will supplying spirits to a member of the Lower 
School.  

6. More Serious Offences: In general these will be dealt with by a system of Official Cautions 
as follows:  

Caution 

a.  Missing a School commitment without acceptable reason:   1 

b.  Missing a lesson through genuine mistake: one hour Saturday   
     DT 8-9 pm: early repetition of this offence will be cautionable  

c.  Supplying tobacco or smoking with a member of the Lower School  1*  

d.  Breach of Visiting Rules involving a Lower School pupil    1*  

e.  Supplying alcohol to or drinking with a member of the Lower School   
          1-2 

f.  Being tipsy or drunk        1-2  

g.  Flagrant disobedience of the smoking/drinking/pub regulations   1 

h.  Telling lies/deceit/using fake ID       1*  

i.  Gross rudeness/discourtesy/disobedience      1* 

j.  Smoking in a College building       1  

k.  Vandalism: fine to cover cost of damage     1*  

l.  Out of Bounds at night (10 pm – 6.45 am)      1-2  

m.  Theft/fraud         2-4 

n.  Bullying          2-4 

o.  Drug abuse }   ý will be dealt with the utmost severity 
p.  Sexual misdemeanours }  ý and will probably result in expulsion. 

 
NB. 
1.  a - j will usually be dealt with by the Second Master.  

2.  Where a single Caution is involved (and provided that the boy or girl has had no earlier 
Cautions in the past year) the pupil will be cautioned by the Second Master. Further 
punishment may be involved. The Second Master will notify the pupil’s parents in writing. 
If damage has been involved the pupil will be required to pay appropriate compensation. 
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3.  For offences carrying two or three Cautions (and for single Caution offences where the pupil 
has already been cautioned in his or her last 12 months in the Upper School), the matter will 
be referred to the Master who will decide on appropriate action. Parents will always be 
consulted and kept fully informed at this stage.  

4.  Pupils who accumulate more than three cautions in a calendar year in the Upper School will 
normally be required to leave the College. 

5.  When a calendar year has elapsed after an offence, the cautions for that offence are expunged 
from a pupil’s record.  

6.  Where an Upper School pupil has a single caution, he or she may redeem* remission by 
undertaking 10 hours of a socially worthwhile activity, which is approved by the Second 
Master. In some serious cases the Master or Second Master may rule that the Cautions 
involved should be irredeemable and more than one may be given.  

7. While there is no requirement that there should be any further punishment beyond a Caution, 
the Master or Second Master shall have the right where they deem it appropriate to add on 
to a Caution by giving Loss of Privilege, House Detentions, Impositions etc. Loss of 
Privilege will regularly be used to supplement Cautions given to Upper Sixth pupils in their 
last term at school. In general, Gating will not be used to punish Upper School pupils.  

8. If there seems a good reason why a Loss of Privilege should be postponed to the next 
available Saturday, an HM should contact the Second Master to seek approval for this. It is 
important that consistency is observed between Houses and that similar cases are punished 
in a similar way. Exceptional cases require exceptional dispensation.  
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Appendix 8 Policy on Sanctions for Day Pupils 

1. Wherever possible, Sanctions for Day Pupils should be identical to those which would be 
given to Boarders for the same offence.  

2. Where the distance of the Day Pupil’s home from College makes it impractical for the pupil 
concerned to turn up for DTs in the mornings and for DTs on Saturday mornings/nights, 
the Day Pupil’s HM should try to arrange alternatives along the following lines:  

a. Saturday morning:  Private work in House for 30 minutes by arrangement with 
HM.  

b. Detentions:  Wherever possible these should be done at home with parent 
initialling the work to signify it was done on Saturday night.  

c. Gatings:  Day pupils should be issued with Gating Chits and the 
conditions of Gating should be honoured as much as 
possible as for Boarders. Difficulties over Detentions should 
be resolved as above with the HM seeing the Gating Chit 
every day.  

d. Loss of Privilege:  As far as possible as for Boarders with Detentions resolved 
as above if necessary.  

 

NB for Full Day Pupil Rules see Section H of the Almanac.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


